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LEAN in: how to help your team do more with 

less in commercial archaeology

Caroline Raynor MClfA (9008), Project Manager and Lead Archaeologist - Costain Skanska JV

LEAN is a tool traditionally associated with production lines and business management Nevertheless, it has 

applications across a large number of archaeological activities. Encouraging and supporting people to develop 

LEAN skillsets has been a key part of delivering efficiencies in archaeology on Costain's recent sites including 

the enabling works in HS2 Area South. By undertaking process mapping to understand how and why we 

deliver our specific activities, we, as archaeologists, are able to identify 'wastes’ and open up a more 

pinpointed dialogue with construction partners around programme, productivity, and outcomes.

So, what is LEAN?

LEAN was developed in the manjfeclurtng industry, 

specifically (he Japanese car manufacturing industry (end 

even more specifically by Toyota). It. was Identified that 

production lines could be mode more efficient by stream

lining specific activities and that this could generate lots 

of potential benefits.

lean is essentially a process that allows you to identify 

Ann eliminate waste In itus instance waste does not refer 

to rubbish (although elminaiing unwanted, hazardous or 

costly byproducts may be a desirable output) There are 

eight wastes identified in t fan practice1

The Waste of Transport

The Waste of Inventory

The Waste ot Motion

The waste ot waiting

The waste of overproduction

The waste of Over-processing

The waste of Defects

The waste of Talent

Each task, no mattar 

how simple, has multiple 

steps but we often fail 

to consider an activity in 

this way and so do not 

understand where the 

waste starts to creep in.
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Smotf etecfrit ptonf (T-fartne uuit’-ort t/umped used to streamline materials 

management Credit Caroline Raynor. Coslain Skanska JV; ■ I1S2 Ltd

SfKWSuWian structure over the tug cty of Sr Jomes's Gordens *n Euston designed Uy 

Costoln Skansko JV Credit: Caroline Raynor, Costain Skanska JV: ■ HS2 Ltd

Archaeology Is mi: a prududlwi lint? and no two 

urcimrKitiKfiiiril sites rtre the sans But archaeology us ri 

discipline is process driven, and activities such as finds 

processing or excavating a feature or burial are governed 

by rigid methodologies.

Understanding uctrvilies and what lliev entail is known as 

‘process mapping'. Tins is a simple way of breaking dumi 

activities in a step-by-step manner, by ere tiling a flow 

chart that shows each activity that leads to the completion 

of a task. Each task, no matter how simple, lias multiple 

steps but we often fait to consider an activity In Ulis way 

and so do not understand where the waste starts to 

creep in.

The most common wastes in archaeology are the waste 

of motion (walking across site seeking tools and 

equipment, finds registers, incorrectly placed welfare 

facilities), the waste of transport (moving samples and 

finds from site to office without checking labelling, 

volumes, etc); the waste of waiting [delays on site caused 

by weather, lack of plani. etc. lead ng to inefficient use of 

limo on site when secondary activities cooler have been 

planned); and the waste of talent (not understanding or 

registering the key skills present amongst an often 

transient or temporary workforce).

At the HS2 enabling works, Costain Skanska JV used 

LEAN techniques and applied them to archaeological 

processes to Increase safety, efficiency, and productivity. 

The first step was to process map Gil key activities where 

waste was likely to occur. High-level analysis indicated 

that waste of motion, transport and waiting occurred most 

frequently.

Activity Waste

Managing tools and equipment Motion, Transport,

Accessing tools and equipment Motion. Waiting

Management of spall and muck Transport, Motion,

shift Waiting

Finds processing

Recording including populating 

registers and context sheets

Transport, motion,

Waiting

Motion. Waiting

Measures were put in ptace to help reduce or remove 

wastes and the improvements were measured using a 

LEAN control board where 'limeon task' and m' of 

material removed was recorded each day as a measure 

of productivity. Productivity initiatives included the use of 

small an electee plant (1,9 tonne mini diggers and 1 tonne 

tracked barrows}. digital recording, and the deploying of 

one site operative per five archaeologists io help with 

spoil management and muck shift.
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FrgorroirwAEAAr trb designed by Costoin Skonsko JV to support osfeoJ&gitdt wonks. CreeW. Caroline Raynor. Coslarn Skanska JV: ■? HS2 Ltd

AU team members from Projecl Officers to Field 

Archaeologists were invited lo provide taigeted feedback 

on measures to help shape improvements.

Similarly, finds management activities were also process 

mapped 10 identify opportunities for efficiency and a 

bespoke lab with a factory production line approach was 

built on site. This facility considered specific tasks, optima! 

pioducliofi (fofc! time) and ergonomics based on a 43 per 

cent female demographic on site. Additional benefits 

ware also identified where on-site processing provided 

earlier Insight into me assemblage and helped io Inform 

excavation and community engagement strategy over a 

40-week period in line wllh HS2's Historic Environment 

Research Delivery Strategy (GWSPHERDS)

The archaeologrcal team were asked lo nominate 'LEAN 

champions' who could provide feedback in a wider forum 

with other supply chain members. The nominated persons 

were also invited to help identify other oppoitumties and 

develop a wider appreciation of LEAN, through working 

with the project LEAN Prachtioiiei and the Business 

Impiovement manager. These achvilies could he 

registered as CPD by participants and are the first steps 

to using LEAN on other sites and projects as a natural 

response to identifying inefficiencies or wastes.

Process mapping, team woik and a series of targeted 

efficiency measures combined to deliver a positive culture 

of collaboration between the engineers, archaeologists 

mid site operatives as well as delivering measurable 

efficiencies wheie outpufs al peak wenk ftow emceed

original expectations by a factor of five, The application of 

LEAN has been embedded within the wider team and 

forms pad of the legacy ot HS2's archaeology and 

heritage works.

With thanks to H52 Ltd. Coslam Skanska. MOLA

Headland infrastructure, TCS exhumations, Sowercross

Construction Ltd. and Pen mark Consulting for supporting 

LEAN archaeology

See The Archaeologist 109 far on erompte of how LEAN techniques were used 

at St James' burial ground. Euston.
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